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Roadmap

Round of introductory

Past events related to short term mobility

Discussion: Future possibilities
Past small-scall/short-term projects

What we have done in the past

- Examples from the departments of Linguistics and Literature, Art and Medias Studies (University of Konstanz)
  - Multilingualism in Western Europe: France and Spain
  - GeRomaniKa
  - Winter School: Zombies between (Pop-)Culture and (Visual) Politics
  - Spring School: Theoretical Media and Arts Studies
Multilingualism in Western Europe: France and Spain

Summer school funded by DFH/UFA (German French University)

Venue: University of Konstanz
Target group: PhD/MA students of linguistics and/or literature
Number of participants: 30 students (Spain, France, Germany)
Number of Lecturers: 8 (Spain, Germany, Switzerland, Canada)
Languages: English, Spanish, French (minority languages in France and Spain)
**GeRomaniKa**

**Summer school funded by Erasmus (2 weeks) (Intensive programme)**

Venue:
University of Bolzano + excursions (South Tirol, Italy)

Target group:
PhD/MA students of linguistics

Number of participants:
30 students (Switzerland, Italy, Germany)

Number of Workshops/lectures:
20, earning ECTS possible

Languages:
German, Italian + minority languages
Winter School:
Zombies between (Pop-)Culture and (Visual) Politics

Winter school funded by the University of Konstanz (Excellence Initiative)

Venue: University of Konstanz
Target group: PhD/MA/BA students of media studies
Number of participants: 10 students (Chile, USA, Germany, Finland, UK, India)
Number of Lecturers: 5 (Germany, UK, Austria, Chile)
Languages: English, Spanish

The participating Universities:
University of Essex (UK)
Universidad de Valparaíso (CL)
Universidad de Chile (CL)
University of Oulu (FI)
Kunst Universität Linz (A)
Texas A&M University (USA)
University of Cologne (D)
Universität Trier (D)
University of Konstanz (D)
Spring School: Theoretical Media and Arts Studies

3rd until 7th April 2017

Spring school funded by the University of Konstanz (Excellence Initiative) and Erasmus

Venue: University of Konstanz
Target group: MA/BA students of media studies
Number of participants: 24 students (Germany)
Number of Lecturers: 10 (Germany, UK, France, Italy, The Netherlands, Finland)
Languages: English
Future projects?

- What kind of formats are possible/worth striving for?
- Which periods are feasible?
  - Different lecture and exam periods across Europe
  - How long/how many days are a amount of time for a short term mobility?
- How can we make the most of it for everyone?
  - What different needs do students/lecturers/staff members have?
- What can we offer to make mobilities attractive?
  - Certificates?
  - ECTS?
  - How to advertise efficiently and successfully?
  - Interdisciplinary?
  - Language of instruction?